For 3rd Consecutive Day, Portland’s Air Quality Is the Worst in the World
by Monique Mosbergen
Sep. 11, 2020 – As deadly wildfires continue to ravage the West Coast, Seattle, Los Angeles and San Francisco have also recorded some of the world’s worst air pollution.
For the 3rd consecutive day, Portland, Oregon, on Saturday recorded the worst air quality in the world among major cities, as deadly wildfires continue to rage in Oregon, Washington and California.
Seattle, Los Angeles and San Francisco also recorded some of the world’s worst air pollution, according to IQAir, a Swiss air quality technology company that operates a real-time air pollution monitoring platform.
World air pollution rankings (AQI) for September 12 were Portland at 206, Vancouver BC at 199, Seattle at 182, Los Angeles at 163, Jakarta at 161, San Francisco at 160, Delhi at 155, and Lahore, Pakistan at 146.  
On September 10, the worst AQIs were in Portland 333, San Francisco 231, Delhi 158, Lahore 158, Ho Chi Minh City 154, Dubai 153, Jakarta 143, and Seattle 143.
Since Thursday, Portland’s air quality index has been the highest among all major world cities, per IQAir data. The city’s AQI, or air quality index, has remained over 200, which is considered very unhealthy. 
AQI is based on PM2.5, SO2, NO2, CO, and PM10 concentrations over 24 hours.  An AQI measurement of 0 to 50 is considered good, while 50 to 100 is moderate.  An index of 100 to 150 is unhealthy for sensitive groups, and over 150 is unhealthy for everyone.
Officials have urged residents in polluted areas to stay indoors with the doors and windows closed as much as possible while air quality remains poor.
Smoke is creating poor air quality conditions for much of the west coast.  Take steps to minimize the health impacts.  Stay inside and close windows and doors.  Don't rely on cloth face coverings or surgical masks to prevent breathing in wildfire smoke.
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